
A New Way to Experience Southwest Turkey 
Introducing Perdue, Nautical and Blue Voyage by NLG… 

Born from a deep love and appreciation of nature’s captivating beauty, Naturally Luxurious Getaway (NLG) is 
delighted to introduce its unique portfolio of luxury hospitality offerings. Set amidst Southwest Turkey’s most 
enchanting landscapes, the collection comprises of Perdue and Nautical, as well as luxury charter concept, 
Blue Voyage. Each boasts its own distinctive personality, but all are underpinned by NLG’s unwavering 
commitment to protecting the surrounding environment and providing passionate service through 
personalisation. Whether by yacht, in a sumptuous safari-style tent or luxury lodge, each offering invites urban 
escapists to disconnect from the hustle and bustle of everyday life and reconnect with nature in its purest 
form.  

Perdue by NLG 

An adults-only coastal haven where azure waters meet rolling hills, Perdue provides a tranquil escape designed 
for those seeking a retreat to the wilderness. Safari-style tents pepper the shoreline, offering unobstructed sea 
views coupled with all the comfort and convenience of a luxury hotel. Stays here are filled with moments of 
magic, from sessions with Perdue’s resident Astronomer to build out an itinerary inspired by guests’ star charts, 
to therapeutic treatments which incorporate ingredients from the surrounding flora and fauna.  

Nestled amongst fragrant olive groves and citrus trees, tents are complete with expansive terraces for lounging 
in the Mediterranean sun and soaking up the sea views. Offering seclusion and serenity, guests can unwind 
uninterrupted and bathe in private jacuzzis or climb from the deck directly into the Aegean’s azure waters. 

https://naturallyluxuriousgetaway.com/
https://perdue.com.tr/en/
https://nautical.com.tr/en/
https://naturallyluxuriousgetaway.com/brands/blue-voyage


Embracing the “farm to fork” philosophy, menus at Perdue comprise of fresh and local produce with dishes 
created to be enjoyed from dawn to dusk, with the Wood Bar offering the perfect setting to sip on sundowners 
crafted by masterful mixologists.  

Nautical by NLG 

A seaside sanctuary with a vibrant, Mediterranean energy, Nautical comprises a selection of luxury lodges 
meticulously crafted from local materials. Inviting guests from 14 and above to embark on an Aegean 
adventure, those staying at Nautical by NLG are encouraged to immerse themselves in the present by 
reconnecting with nature through a variety of adrenaline-inducing excursions. Primely positioned in the centre 
of The Lycian Way, guests can choose from ten guided scenic hikes, or explore the surrounding sights on four 
wheels with a jeep safari tour. Pass through the “Seven Capes”, witness kaleidoscopic sunsets at Patara Beach 
and explore ancient cities to uncover the region’s storied past. 

Marvel the verdant landscapes below with a paragliding tour through the clouds; take off from Babadag slope 
and glide through Oludeniz for an unforgettable high, before exploring life under the sea in a guided scuba 
diving session.  Back at the resort, unwind the mind after days spent exploring with guided meditation against 
the backdrop of lapping waves, then head to the sauna to relax the body. Culinary experiences honour the 
region’s rich flavours from both land and sea, and tables are embellished with delicious dishes crafted from 
seasonal ingredients.  

Blue Voyage by NLG 

A stylish, bespoke chartering service tailored to meet guest's desires, Blue Voyage is suitable for both 
experienced seafarers and yachting novices. Providing a gateway to Turkey's most beautiful bays, the luxury 
charter experience can be built into boutique hotel stays or booked separately. Choose from Perdue Yacht 
which boasts generously appointed cabins to accommodate up to 8 guests and is complete with a private 
jacuzzi, or Le Rouge, a luxury gulet that provides a home away from home on the seas for up to 6 voyagers. 



The ultimate vessels to explore the Mediterranean, each has been designed to provide a truly luxury experience 
for those on board, and the esteemed team are on hand to ensure all charters go off without a hitch. Itineraries 
are crafted with guest’s preferences in mind, encouraging exploration of the Aegean's most picturesque 
coastlines and coves.  

About NLG Collection  
Naturally Luxurious Getaway (NLG) is a boutique hospitality group born from a deep love and appreciation for 
nature.  

Made up of two unique ‘glamping’ concepts, Perdue and Nautical, two restaurant beach clubs, Cleo and Rups, 
and a luxury charter service, Blue Voyage, the collection celebrates the very best of verdant Southwest 
Turkey. NLG prioritises the environment, passionate service and personalisation, all of which are rooted in 
the guest experience. Seamlessly combining luxury and nature, NLG provides a location to disconnect from 
the hustle and bustle of everyday life and reconnect in the most serene of settings, where comfort and 
convenience is paramount. Inspired by rich local heritage, the group has crafted an array of authentic 
experiences rooted in culture, wellness, the arts, gastronomy, and adventure. 

mailto:naturallyluxuriousgetaway@foxcomms.com

